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failing to obtain proof of delivery of the
firearm from the recipient.

Pursuant to section 924 of the GCA,
whoever ‘‘knowingly’’ violates the
provisions of section 922(f) shall be
subject to certain penalties, including a
fine, imprisonment, or both. If the
carrier has no knowledge that a firearm
is being transported in the shipment, no
violation would occur. For clarification,
ATF is amending § 178.31(d) in the final
regulations to add the requisite
knowledge element.

The second commenter, a trade and
service organization of the larger U.S.
airlines, also expressed some concerns
regarding the application of § 178.31(d).
First, the commenter asked whether the
regulation requires an airline to obtain
a written receipt from a passenger when
baggage, containing a declared firearm
that accompanies the passenger, is
delivered at the destination airport. ATF
interprets section 922(f) as not requiring
carriers to obtain a written
acknowledgement of receipt upon
return of a firearm to a passenger who
places a firearm in the carrier’s custody
for the duration of the trip. ATF is
amending § 178.31(d) in the final
regulations to clarify this point.

The commenter also inquired as to
whether an electronic signature satisfies
the receipt requirement of § 178.31(d).
According to the commenter, small
cargo package services utilize electronic
notebooks that enable a consignee to
sign electronically, rather than in ink,
for a shipment. Hard copies of the
delivery records, including the signature
of the recipients, can be printed out.
The records are retrievable from the
database by the name of the consignee
or consignor.

ATF finds that an electronic signature
is a ‘‘written acknowledgement of
receipt’’ which would satisfy the
requirements of § 178.31(d), provided
the signature is that of the individual
who received the package. However,
ATF believes it is unnecessary to amend
the regulations to specifically address
this particular type of receipt.

Finally, the commenter requested a
clarification of § 178.31 with respect to
the handling of firearms shipped on
commercial air carriers on behalf of
governmental entities, specifically,
military personnel. In the case of
firearms shipped as cargo on behalf of
military personnel, § 925(a)(1) of the
GCA provides that the provisions of the
Act do not apply with respect to the
transportation, shipment, receipt,
possession, or importation of any
firearm or ammunition imported for,
sold or shipped to, or issued for the use
of governmental entities. Thus, the
provisions of § 178.31 are not applicable

to firearms being shipped or transported
on behalf of governmental entities,
including the Armed Forces.

Since there are existing regulations
which implement the provisions of
§ 925(a)(1), i.e., § 178.141, ATF has
determined that amendment of § 178.31
is unnecessary.

Chief Law Enforcement Officers
Two commenters suggested that the

final regulations provide guidance for
law enforcement officers with respect to
their responsibilities and duties in
implementing the provisions of Brady.
This includes a clarification of who is
a CLEO and who may designate a CLEO;
a clarification that CLEOs have no
authority to impose a ‘‘temporary hold’’
on the transfer of a handgun to a
transferee who is not prohibited by law
from purchasing a handgun; guidance to
CLEOs regarding what constitutes
‘‘reasonable effort’’ when conducting
background checks on purchasers; and
guidance regarding the destruction of
Brady related records by law
enforcement officers.

ATF has not included the
commenters’ suggestions in the final
rule, since the regulations address the
responsibilities of Federal firearms
licensees. ATF has given actual notice
to CLEOs of their responsibilities under
the Brady law.

Finally, the temporary regulations,
§ 178.102(a)(3), provide that the notice
licensees are required to give CLEOs
shall be actual notice and shall be given
in a manner acceptable to the CLEO. For
clarification, ATF is amending
§ 178.102(a)(3) to provide that licensees
in jurisdictions where CLEOs have
specified hand-delivery as the only
means of delivering notice will satisfy
their legal obligation under the Brady
law if they provide notice to the CLEO
by certified mail (return receipt
requested) or by any other method of
mailing which will provide a written
receipt. This section has been
redesignated as § 178.102(b).

Identification of Transferee
The temporary regulations,

§ 178.102(a)(1)(ii), require licensees to
verify the identity of the transferee by
examining the identification document
presented. The term ‘‘identification
document’’ is defined in Brady and the
regulations as ‘‘a document containing
the name, residence address, date of
birth, and photograph of the holder and
which was made or issued by or under
the authority of the United States
Government, a State, political
subdivision of a State . . .’’ A question
was raised in the comments with
respect to acceptable identification

documents in the case of military
personnel.

In the case of military personnel, the
purchaser’s military identification card
and official orders showing that his
permanent duty station is within the
State where the licensed premises is
located will suffice for purposes of the
identification requirement of Brady.

ATF was also asked if a licensee
could accept an identification document
from a transferee who has an incorrect
address. A transferee who presents a
driver’s license with an address that is
not a current residence would not
present a proper ‘‘identification
document’’ as that term is defined in the
law and the regulations. However, if the
individual presents a combination of
documents, all issued by a
governmental entity, containing all the
information required by Brady, the
combination of documents would
satisfy the identification requirements of
the law.

ATF believes the preceding
discussion sufficiently clarifies the
application of § 178.102(a)(1)(ii), and an
amendment of the regulations is
unnecessary. This section has been
redesignated as § 178.102(a)(2) in the
final regulations.

Miscellaneous
One commenter suggested that the

final regulations specify that the waiting
period provisions of Brady do not apply
to licensed collectors of curios and
relics. ATF is not adopting this
suggestion, since Brady applies to
certain handgun transactions by
licensed collectors. The law and
regulations make it clear that the
waiting period provisions of Brady
apply to transfers of handguns by
licensed IMPORTERS, licensed
MANUFACTURERS, and licensed
DEALERS to individuals who are not
licensed under section 923. Thus, it is
apparent that transfers of handguns BY
licensed collectors are not subject to the
provisions of Brady. As for transfers of
handguns by licensed importers,
licensed manufacturers, and licensed
dealers TO licensed collectors, such
transfers are subject to Brady unless the
collector is purchasing a handgun
designated as a curio or relic. A
collector’s license authorizes the
licensee to engage only in transactions
in firearms designated as curios or relics
and would not enable the licensed
collector to avoid the requirements of
the GCA, including the Brady law, for
firearms other than curios or relics.

One commenter recommended that
the final regulations include a provision
that requires licensees to obtain a
transferee’s fingerprints to resolve


